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QUESTION 1
A company needs to create a daily Amazon Machine Image (AMI) of an existing Amazon Linux EC2 instance that hosts
the operating system, application, and database on multiple attached Amazon Elastic Block Store (Amazon EBS)
volumes. File system integrity must be maintained.
Which solution will meet these requirements?
A. Create an AWS Lambda function to call the CreateImage API operation with the EC2 instance ID and the no-reboot
parameter enabled. Create a daily scheduled Amazon EventBridge (Amazon CloudWatch Events) rule that invokes the
function.
B. Create an AWS Lambda function to call the CreateImage API operation with the EC2 instance ID and the reboot
parameter enabled. Create a daily scheduled Amazon EventBridge (Amazon CloudWatch Events) rule that invokes the
function.
C. Use AWS Backup to create a backup plan with a backup rule that runs daily. Assign the resource ID of the EC2
instance with the no-reboot parameter enabled.
D. Use AWS Backup to create a backup plan with a backup rule that runs daily. Assign the resource ID of the EC2
instance with the reboot parameter enabled.
Correct Answer: B
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/WindowsGuide/Creating_EBSbacked_WinAMI.html
"NoReboot By default, Amazon EC2 attempts to shut down and reboot the instance before creating the image. If the No
Reboot option is set, Amazon EC2 doesn\\'t shut down the instance before creating the image. When this option is
used, file system integrity on the created image can\\'t be guaranteed." Besides, we can use AWS EventBridge to
invoke Lambda function
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AWSEC2/latest/APIReference/API_CreateImage.html

QUESTION 2
A company has a mobile app that uses Amazon S3 to store images The images are popular for a week, and then the
number of access requests decreases over time The images must be highly available and must be immediately
accessible upon request A SysOps administrator must reduce S3 storage costs for the company Which solution will
meet these requirements MOST cost-effectively?
A. Create an S3 Lifecycle policy to transition the images to S3 Glacier after 7 days
B. Create an S3 Lifecycle policy to transition the images to S3 One Zone-Infrequent Access (S3 One Zone-IA) after 7
days
C. Create an S3 Lifecycle policy to transition the images to S3 Standard after 7 days
D. Create an S3 Lifecycle policy to transition the images to S3 Standard-Infrequent Access (S3 Standard-IA) after 7
days
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 3
A company is managing multiple AWS accounts in AWS Organizations The company is reviewing internal security of Its
AWS environment The company\\'s security administrator has their own AWS account and wants to review the VPC
configuration of developer AWS accounts
Which solution will meet these requirements in the MOST secure manner?
A. Create an IAM policy in each developer account that has read-only access related to VPC resources Assign the
policy to an IAM user Share the user credentials with the security administrator
B. Create an IAM policy in each developer account that has administrator access to all Amazon EC2 actions, including
VPC actions Assign the policy to an IAM user Share the user credentials with the security administrator
C. Create an IAM policy in each developer account that has administrator access related to VPC resources
D. Assign the policy to a cross-account IAM role Ask the security administrator to assume the role from their account
E. Create an IAM policy m each developer account that has read-only access related to VPC resources Assign the
policy to a cross-account IAM role Ask the security administrator to assume the role from their account
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 4
A company has attached the following policy to an IAM user: Which of the following actions are allowed for the IAM
user?

A. Amazon RDS DescribeDBInstances action in the us-east-1 Region
B. Amazon S3 Putobject operation in a bucket named testbucket
C. Amazon EC2 Describe Instances action in the us-east-1 Region
D. Amazon EC2 AttachNetworkinterf ace action in the eu-west-1 Region

Correct Answer: C
The notaction with deny effect, will deny acess to everything that isnt listed in the notaction.
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/reference_policies_elements_notaction.html

QUESTION 5
A company is tunning a website on Amazon EC2 instances thai are in an Auto Scaling group When the website traffic
increases, additional instances lake several minutes to become available because ot a long-running user data script that
installs software A SysOps administrator must decrease the time that is required (or new instances to become available
Which action should the SysOps administrator take to meet this requirement?
A. Reduce the scaling thresholds so that instances are added before traffic increases
B. Purchase Reserved Instances to cover 100% of the maximum capacity of the Auto Scaling group
C. Update the Auto Scaling group to launch instances that have a storage optimized instance type
D. Use EC2 Image Builder to prepare an Amazon Machine Image (AMI) that has pre-installed software
Correct Answer: D
automated way to update your image. Have a pipeline to update your image. When you boot from your AMI updates =
scrits are already pre-installed, so no need to complete boot scripts in boot process. https://aws.amazon.com/imagebuilder/

QUESTION 6
A company stores files on 50 Amazon S3 buckets in the same AWS Region. The company wants to connect to the S3
buckets securely over a private connection from its Amazon EC2 instances. The company needs a solution that
produces no additional cost.
Which solution will meet these requirements?
A. Create a gateway VPC endpoint for each S3 bucket. Attach the gateway VPC endpoints to each subnet inside the
VPC.
B. Create an interface VPC endpoint for each S3 bucket. Attach the interface VPC endpoints to each subnet inside the
VPC.
C. Create one gateway VPC endpoint for all the S3 buckets. Add the gateway VPC endpoint to the VPC route table.
D. Create one interface VPC endpoint for all the S3 buckets. Add the interface VPC endpoint to the VPC route table.
Correct Answer: C

QUESTION 7
An Amazon EC2 instance is running an application that uses Amazon Simple Queue Service (Amazon SQS} queues A
SysOps administrator must ensure that the application can read, write, and delete messages from the SQS queues

Which solution will meet these requirements in the MOST secure manner?
A. Create an IAM user with an IAM policy that allows the sqs SendMessage permission, the sqs ReceiveMessage
permission, and the sqs DeleteMessage permission to the appropriate queues Embed the IAM user\\'s credentials in the
application\\'s configuration
B. Create an IAM user with an IAM policy that allows the sqs SendMessage permission, the sqs ReceiveMessage
permission, and the sqs DeleteMessage permission to the appropriate queues Export the IAM user\\'s access key and
secret access key as environment variables on the EC2 instance
C. Create and associate an IAM role that allows EC2 instances to call AWS services Attach an IAM policy to the role
that allows sqs." permissions to the appropriate queues
D. Create and associate an IAM role that allows EC2 instances to call AWS services Attach an IAM policy to the role
that allows the sqs SendMessage permission, the sqs ReceiveMessage permission, and the sqs DeleteMessage
permission to the appropriate queues
Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 8
A company is running a serverless application on AWS Lambda The application stores data in an Amazon RDS for
MySQL DB instance Usage has steadily increased and recently there have been numerous "too many connections"
errors when the Lambda function attempts to connect to the database The company already has configured the
database to use the maximum max_connections value that is possible
What should a SysOps administrator do to resolve these errors\\'?
A. Create a read replica of the database Use Amazon Route 53 to create a weighted DNS record that contains both
databases
B. Use Amazon RDS Proxy to create a proxy Update the connection string in the Lambda function
C. Increase the value in the max_connect_errors parameter in the parameter group that the database uses
D. Update the Lambda function\\'s reserved concurrency to a higher value
Correct Answer: B
RDS Proxy acts as an intermediary between your application and an RDS database. RDS Proxy establishes and
manages the necessary connection pools to your database so that your application creates fewer database
connections. Your Lambda functions interact with RDS Proxy instead of your database instance. It handles the
connection pooling necessary for scaling many simultaneous connections created by concurrent Lambda functions. This
allows your Lambda applications to reuse existing connections, rather than creating new connections for every function
invocation.
Check "Database proxy for Amazon RDS" section in the link to see how RDS proxy help Lambda handle huge
connections to RDS MySQL https://aws.amazon.com/blogs/compute/using-amazon-rds-proxy-withaws-lambda/

QUESTION 9
A company\\'s financial department needs to view the cost details of each project in an AWS account A SysOps
administrator must perform the initial configuration that is required to view cost for each project in Cost Explorer

Which solution will meet this requirement?
A. Activate cost allocation tags Add a project tag to the appropriate resources
B. Configure consolidated billing Create AWS Cost and Usage Reports
C. Use AWS Budgets Create AWS Budgets reports
D. Use cost categories to define custom groups that are based on AWS cost and usage dimensions
Correct Answer: A

QUESTION 10
A SysOps administrator has an AWS CloudFormation template of the company\\'s existing infrastructure in
us-west-2. The administrator attempts to use the template to launch a new stack in eu-west-1, but the
stack only partially deploys, receives an error message, and then rolls back.
Why would this template fail to deploy? (Select TWO.)
A. The template referenced an IAM user that is not available in eu-west-1. B. The template referenced an Amazon
Machine Image (AMI) that is not available in eu-west-1.
B. The template did not have the proper level of permissions to deploy the resources.
C. The template requested services that do not exist in eu-west-1.
D. CloudFormation templates can be used only to update existing services.
Correct Answer: BD

QUESTION 11
A company has a web application with a database tier that consists of an Amazon EC2 instance that runs MySQL. A
SysOps administrator needs to minimize potential data loss and the time that is required to recover in the event of a
database failure.
What is the MOST operationally efficient solution that meets these requirements?
A. Create an Amazon CloudWatch alarm for the StatusCheckFailed_System metric to invoke an AWS Lambda function
that stops and starts the EC2 instance.
B. Create an Amazon RDS for MySQL Multi-AZ DB instance. Use a MySQL native backup that is stored in Amazon S3
to restore the data to the new database. Update the connection string in the web application.
C. Create an Amazon RDS for MySQL Single-AZ DB instance with a read replica. Use a MySQL native backup that is
stored in Amazon S3 to restore the data to the new database. Update the connection string in the web application.
D. Use Amazon Data Lifecycle Manager (Amazon DLM) to take a snapshot of the Amazon Elastic Block Store (Amazon
EBS) volume every hour. In the event of an EC2 instance failure, restore the EBS volume from a snapshot.

Correct Answer: D

QUESTION 12
A company has multiple AWS Site-to-Site VPN connections between a VPC and its branch offices. The company
manages an Amazon Elasticsearch Service (Amazon ES) domain that is configured with public access. The Amazon ES
domain has an open domain access policy. A SysOps administrator needs to ensure that Amazon ES can be accessed
only from the branch offices while preserving existing data.
Which solution will meet these requirements?
A. Configure an identity-based access policy on Amazon ES. Add an allow statement to the policy that includes the
Amazon Resource Name (ARN) for each branch office VPN connection.
B. Configure an IP-based domain access policy on Amazon ES. Add an allow statement to the policy that includes the
private IP CIDR blocks from each branch office network.
C. Deploy a new Amazon ES domain in private subnets in a VPC, and import a snapshot from the old domain. Create a
security group that allows inbound traffic from the branch office CIDR blocks.
D. Reconfigure the Amazon ES domain in private subnets in a VPC. Create a security group that allows inbound traffic
from the branch office CIDR blocks.
Correct Answer: B
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